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Along with numerous other defi-
ciencies, the United States
entered the Second World War
with a distinct lack of aerial

reconnaissance capabilities. This essen-
tial mission was particularly missing in

far-flung parts of the world
such as the South Pacific

and Alaska where

The completed “B-25B” on the Inglewood ramp and
surrounded by other USAF aircraft of the time period
including Sabres undergoing overhaul, three later model
Mitchells, a couple C-47s, and a civilian Lodestar and DC-3.

The aircraft is once again in pristine condition and is shown on a section of hangar deck
complete with a replica of Jimmy Doolittle.

This rear view shows the immaculate
condition of the F-10/RB-25D when it
entered storage a couple months earlier.

much of the landmasses were basically
uncharted. To help with this lack of
dedicated reconnaissance aircraft, a wide
variety of available airframes were
quickly modified so that military plan-
ners would be able to create up-to-the-
minute maps for pilots and crews.

Among the aircraft modified was
the North American B-25 Mitchell.
Several groups of new B-25Ds were
taken directly from the Fairfax pro-
duction line and moved to North
American’s Kansas City Modification

Center for relatively extensive modifi-
cations. The aircraft were B-25D-1-
NC 41-29848/29947, B-25D-5-NC
41-29948/30172, B-25D-10-NC 
41-30173/30352, B-25D-15-NC 
41-30353/30532, B-25D-20-NC 
41-30533/30847, and B-25D-30-NC
43-3280/3619.

Each airframe had all of the arma-
ment, turrets, gun mounts, and armor
plating removed and this eliminated
about a thousand pounds from empty
weight. Metal workers at the

few to each unit. The 11th Tactical
Recon Squadron, 18th Combat
Mapping Squadron, and the 19th and
34th Photo Recon Squadrons also
received some F-10s along with the
91st Photo Mapping Squadron and the
101st Photo Bombardment Squadron.
The F-10s, with the Mitchell’s relative-
ly long range and reliability, would
eventually go to nine squadrons that
aided in mapping Alaska, the Canadian
Northwest Territories, Brazil, the
Himalayas, and the South Pacific. Some
F-10s were also supplied to the Royal
Canadian Air Force.

Back in the 1950s, the USAF
Museum was run and staffed by men
that had flown in WWII and Korea.
They also cared passionately about avia-
tion history and they realized the muse-
um was lacking an example of a very
famous and meaningful aircraft — a 
B-25B such as the ones that carried out
the Doolittle Raid. A quick survey
revealed there simply were not any sur-
viving B models.

During 1957, Col. Jack A. Sims
(copilot, Raider Crew 14) came up with
a solution — he discovered an F-10
photo recon Mitchell in storage at
Davis-Monthan AFB. It was the oldest
B-25 still in USAF inventory and there-
fore the most likely candidate to convert
to a B-25B.

M o d i f i c a t i o n
Center then creat-
ed a bulged “bug-
eye” fairing that
would fit on each
side of the forward
lower nose sec-
tion. These would
hold three syn-
chronized K-17 or
T-5 six-inch cam-
eras. The center
camera (fitted in
the bottom nose)
would aim straight
down while the
two side cameras
fitted in the bulged
side sections were
aimed obliquely. A
special process

translated the oblique photos to a flat
map scale in order to match the photos
taken by the center camera. Also, a
downward-pointing reconnaissance cam-
era was often fitted in the aft fuselage.

The modified aircraft was given the
designation F-10 and the first units to
operate the type were the 311th Photo
Wing and the 1st Photo Charting
Group. The aircraft then went to the
3rd, 7th, and 10th Photo Recon
Squadrons. Since total production was
low, the F-10s were only parceled out a

The F-10/RB-25D shortly after being pulled out of storage at
Davis-Monthan AFB and undergoing work before the ferry flight
to North American.
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